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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s8sUPpP
c8Ws

Today we are going to listen to The Gruffalo.

Your reading task is to write about how you 
would feel if you met the Gruffalo. Creating a 

mini story about your scary meeting with the 

Gruffalo.

Have a look at the example to help

you!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s8sUPpPc8Ws


Imagine you are going for your daily walk with your 

family through the deep dark woods. 

Then, all of a sudden you see his knobbly knees, his 
turned out toes and the poisonous wart on the end of 

his nose!  You notice that his eyes are orange, his 
tongue is black and you stay away from those purple 
prickles all over his back.

What do you do? Write a few sentences about how 
you feel and what you would do when faced with his 

terrible creature.





I walked and walked until my Mum said “I can hear feet 

on the path ahead” I turned around. Oh help! Oh no! 
It’s a Gruffalo! I felt very scared, was this Gruffalo going 

to eat us? Could we get away quietly? Was the mouse 
somewhere around to help us? I looked around and 
saw Stickman. I whispered to him “Why Stickman, hello! 

Can you help us with the Gruffalo?” He nodded and 
ran past the Gruffalo, “I’m Stickman!” he shouted and 

the Gruffalo looked at Stickman and ran. He knew this 
crafty stick was friends with the mouse. “Time for me to 
leave!” he said as he ran away. All was quiet in the 

deep dark woods. We saw the exit and that was good. 
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Following on from the reading task this morning, we 

will stay on a Gruffalo theme. 

The Gruffalo wants to be friends with the Mouse, but 
feels like it would be better for him to send the mouse 

a letter. 

Your task today is to be the Gruffalo. You need to 
write a letter to the Mouse to ask him if he wants to 
come to the Gruffalo’s party and be his friend.

Remember our how to steps for writing a letter. Then 
see the slide after for a helpful example letter.



Step 1 – Write your address in the top right hand corner of 

your letter.

Step 2 – Write the date underneath your address.

Step 3 – Write the name of the person who the letter is for 

below the date on the left hand side. You can use ‘Dear’ 

or a more informal greeting, such as ‘Hello’, or ‘Hi’. Add a 

comma after the person’s name.

Step 4 – Tell the person why you are writing to them.

Step 5 – Add any extra information you would like to tell 

them.

Step 6 – Finish off your letter using an appropriate ending 

e.g. ‘Love from’ or ‘See you soon’, followed by your 

name.



Gruffalo Cave

Gruffalo Street

Gruffalo Heath

GR4 1LO

Thursday 14th May 2020

Dear Mouse,

I am having a party on Saturday and wanted to know if you would like to 

come?

I promise that I will not put you in a slice of bread, please do not make me 

into crumble. I would love it if we could be friends. We could play in the 

stream by Owl’s house with him and by the Snake’s lake and have lots and 

lots of fun! I hope you decide to come to my party, it’s going to be a 

superhero theme, so feel free to dress up.

Again, please do not eat me. I want to be your friend.

From Gruffalo
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Today we are going to continue looking at height and length but 
this time we are going to be using non standard units of 

measure…wait a minute, what does that mean?

Non standard units of measure 

means using something different to 

describe the size of an object.

The non standard unit of measure we are going to be using today is 

hands.



How many hands?
You are going to select different objects in your home and then 
measure them using a non standard unit of measure (our hands).

BUT
To make this a bit more fun, before you measure them we are 

going to estimate how many hands something would be. 
Estimate, what does that mean?

Estimate just means to make a 
clever guess. We use this skill in 
English and science. We don’t 
use the word estimate we use 

the word predict, but they mean 
the same thing!



How many hands?
We are going to do this one together and then you will find 3 

things in your house, make a prediction and then measure them 
using your non standard unit of measure (your hands).

Now 

let’s 
check…

Ok, how many hands tall is 

the door? 

“I estimate that the door is 2 

hands tall.”



How many hands?

Ok, how many hands tall is 
the door? 

“I estimate that the door is 
2 hands tall.”

Was Miss Rowell correct?

No, her estimation was not correct but was 
very close. We can now record or write this 

in a table.



How many hands?
Over to you…now you are going to pick 3 things to measure in your 

house. Create a table and try and estimate and see if your estimation 

was correct!

Challenge! 
See if you can put the items you measure in order from:

The tallest to the shortest 

or
The longest to the shortest

Draw a picture and then below write a sentence explaining this.
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Today in phonics we are going to use a 
mystery bag. In the mystery bag are a few 

items.

Your job is to think about what is the same 

about all of the items in the bag. 

Once you have discovered what is the same 

you need to write a sentence to tell us how 

you know. 

See the example on the next slide.



drum

dragon

door

All of the pictures 

in the mystery 
bag are similar 

because they all 
start with d.



Use the sentence 

starter

All of the pictures in 
mystery bag 1 are 
similar because…



Use the sentence 

starter

All of the pictures in 
mystery bag 2 are 
similar because…



Use the sentence 

starter

All of the pictures in 
mystery bag 3 are 
similar because…



Use the sentence 

starter

All of the pictures in 
mystery bag 4 are 
similar because…



Use the sentence 

starter

All of the pictures in 
mystery bag 5 are 
similar because…



I hope you enjoyed finding what is the same 
with these words!

1. All words start with a b

2. All words start with a ch

3. All words include the ou sound

4. All words include the ee sound

5. All words include the oi sound


